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THESSALONIKI  LOCAL HOSTS, WORLD TREASURES 

1) Food and culture tours city 
center 

Indulge yourself in this food & storytelling 

experience and enjoy yourself to the 

fullest! 

 
Food and culture tours lasting from 2.5 hours 
to 6 hours are a real paradise for foodies. 
This experience is perfect for discovering the 
food treasures of Thessaloniki with your local 
host. Enjoy the open market, taste Greek 
specialties and listen to the stories and 
traditions that shaped the Thessalonians’ 
lifestyle. The tours are designed for families, 
couples and groups of friends. 
 

 
 
Start with local snacks at two different 
locations before heading to a colorful market 
(open on Monday to Saturday). Enjoy a cup 
of Greek coffee on a secluded rooftop and 
end your 2.5-hour tour with tastes of mouth-
watering food from a street vendor. If you 
select the 4-hour tour, continue this tasty 
exploration with a selection of top-
notch meze at a local tavern. The 4-hour 
journey finishes at a traditional pastry shop 
where you will try some sweet treats and get 
behind the scenes to test your pastry making 
skills. If you’re a real foodie, choose the 6-
hour tour option to continue the experience 
and cleanse your palate with Greek wine at a 
cozy venue. Conclude the tour savoring some 
more delicacies. 
 
 

2) Evening tour city center 

 

Dive in the famous nightlife of Thessaloniki 

and enjoy a selection of local drinks & 

bites. 

 
Give yourself an evening bursting with fun 
during this authentic Thessaloniki evening 
tour. Visit a mix of modern and local venues 
in a unique district and enjoy interesting 
stories about Thessalonians’ nightlife. Make 
your own cocktail and taste specially selected 
drinks and bites popular in this vibrant city. 
The tour is perfect for groups of friends and 
couples. 
 

 

 
Start your evening stroll from a vibrant 
neighborhood, tasting some Greek wines in a 
unique atmosphere. When the ice has 
broken, indulge in mouthwatering bites in 
the warm environment of a concept restobar. 
Continue the evening by exploring a space of 
art and entertainment and get to know each 
other over an original drink with Greek 
ingredients. Learn how to prepare your own 
cocktail behind a private bar with the 
guidance of a professional bartender. Time 
to grab the chance for some mix and mingle 
with the locals in a sensory space with dance 
music across the street. And just before we 
say goodnight, an authentic Greek delicacy 
at one of the local’s spots is the secret for a 
night finale. 

3) Exclusive tour for couples  

 

Experience the city with your loved one 

and craft romantic memories!  

 
 
Enjoy the abundance of tasty sensations and 
authentic experiences with your soulmate. 
Explore Thessaloniki’s charming corners and 
take a journey through Greek culture, 
food and traditions! This romantic route will 
be filled with delicious treats, culinary 
activities and moments to enjoy each other 
with a glass of wine in your hand. 

 
 
Start the tour at a traditional pastry shop in 
the heart of the city center. Get behind the 
scenes and learn how to make delicious 
sweets with the help of professional pastry 
chefs! Continue with a wine tasting in a 
private atmosphere where an oenologist will 
make you curious about Greek wines. After 
toasting to this experience, visit a modern 
eatery and uncover some Greek cooking 
secrets. Test your culinary skills with a local 
chef and taste your creations while enjoying 
this fun activity. Your local host will lead you 
through some of the city neighborhoods to 
share the stories about the history and 
culture of Thessaloniki.  
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Thessaloniki Tasty Exploration 
by VIP Services 

Tours: 

Food and culture tour city center 
 

Α)  Duration 2.5 hours 
Price: 59€ 
Inclusions:  

✓ Drinks and bites equivalent to a Greek brunch 
✓ Visit to the open market (open on Monday to Saturday) 

Starting time: 11:00 

Β)    Duration 4 hours 
Price: 89€ 
Inclusions:  

✓ Drinks and bites equivalent to a Greek breakfast and lunch 
✓ Visit to the open market (open on Monday to Saturday) 
✓ Behind the scenes access at some of the venues 

Starting time: 11:00 

C) Duration 6 hours 
Price: 119€ 
Inclusions: 

✓ Drinks and bites equivalent to a Greek breakfast, lunch and dinner 
✓ Visit to the open market (open on Monday to Saturday) 
✓ Exclusive privileges from tour tasting locations 
✓ Behind the scenes access at some of the venues 

Starting time: 11:00 

 

Evening tour city center, duration 5 hours 

Price: 89€ 

Inclusions: 

✓ Wine flight, 2 cocktails, 1 spirit 
✓ Finger food at 1 venue, a small meal at 1 venue 
✓ Behind the scenes access at some of the venues 

Starting time: 16:00 

 
Exclusive tour for couples, duration 5 hours 
Price: 399€ 

Inclusions: 

✓ Wine flight, 1 beer, 1 cocktail, water 
✓ Bites equivalent to a Greek lunch 
✓ Behind the scenes access at some of the venues 
✓ Cooking time with a professional chef 

Starting time: 16:00 

 

General information 

• Number of participants: Food and culture tours host up to 6 participants. Evening tours host up to 8 
participants (age limit – minimum 18 years old). Couple tours host 2 participants.  

• Children: Children under 5, who will not have separate portions in the food tasting, do not require a 
separate ticket. Children from 5 to 12 years old pay half price tickets. 

• Food: Tours can accommodate some food allergies and aversions. Please advise in advance if you 
have any special dietary needs. 

• Apparel: Wear sunglasses, hats and sunscreen during summer months (for daily tours), and 
comfortable clothes and shoes. Each tour includes some amount of walking. 

• Price: All prices are defined per person. The prices do not include any personal shopping or extra food 
and drinks other than the ones provided for in each tour. 

• Price of chosen route + 240 Euros; Taxi transfer from/to Sani Resort (max. 4 people); Minibus 
transfer from 5 – 19 guests available – different price 

Important Information: All prices are in euro, 
including 24% VAT.                                                                                     
Programs and rates are subject to change    
Taxi transfer is not included in the price  

 


